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ST A M PEX 1910

At STAMPEX 1970 our Stand is going to be one of the most
attractive ever arranged at suchan Exhibition. The Philatelic
Agency of the Swiss P.T.T. will once again join us at the Royal
Horticultural Society's New Hall, on Stand number 30. This
year they are mounting a show of "PRO PATRIA STAINED GLASS
WINDOWS", including an internally lit reproduction of one of
these lovely mediaeval masterpieces. We are very proud of
the long-standing friendship and co-operation with the Swiss
P.T.T. and are certain that you will share our pleasure in
the beautiful show they are bringing with them. Whilst they
will have current issues and First Day Covers available, we
shall have everything else from Classics to modern, including
much material "off the beaten track".
And to get there - it is in Greycoat Street and Elverton
Street, near Victoria and St. James's Park Stations. There
is an internal car park in Rochester Row, and it is near Bus
Routes 10, 11, 24, 29, 36, 39, 46, 134, 149, 503 and 507. The
dates - 3rd to 7th MARCH, 1970, from 10.30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
And we do look
daily, but closing at 7 p.m. on the last day.
forward to meeting you there!

'

THE H.L.KATCHER
HELVETIA TROPHY
"

The lovely Trophy shown on this page was
specially commissioned in the Berner-Oberland
by Mr. Katcher for annual competition at
STAMPEX. Every competitor entering Swiss
material is eligible for it,whether his entry
consists of orthodox issues, proofs and essays,
hotel posts, railway stamps, soldier stamps,
or any specialised material. It is, of course,
additional to the normal Stampex Medals and
Awards.
It consists of a 12" high walnut,
hand-carved reproduction of Richard Kissling's
statue of William Tell and his son at Altdorf.
The base is 4" square and bears on each side
a plain solid silver plaque,on which winners'
names will be engraved. The front plaque has
a recess occupied by a 24 carat gold repro duction of the Double Geneva. Each winner
will hold this Trophy for a year, and will
also receive a miniature hand-engraved copy

cf it for him to keep permanently. These
miniatures do not include the gold insert!

This Trophy is such a really beautiful object
that competition for it for 1970 is already
keen. When collectors have seen what a
lovely prize is available they will certainly
be eager for the chance to win it - and it
will be on view at STAMPEX 1970.

PHILYMPIA 1970

This will be the World's largest Philatelic
Exhibition so far, occupying the whole of the
Empire Hall, Olympia, where we have one of the
best stands at which to welcome you. And if
you are exhibiting - we can still help you,
but the sooner the better! The show is from
Friday 18th to Saturday 26th September, 1970.

SWISS Proofs &

by R.F.

BULSTRODE,

O.B.E.

N04. 51/52/53

PART 2
Since the previous instalment of this
article I have been allowed to examine the
Swiss P.T.T. Collection of Proofs and Essays
at Ostermundigen. This was a real privilege,
and enables me to produce much information
which does not seem to have been published
before. I am deeply indebted to the kindness
of Mr. Greminger, already known to many of us
from his time with us at Stampex in past
years, in making this possible.
Silk Threads.
This issue, also known as "Strubels" because
of the "wind-swept" appearance of Helvetia's
head, was first issued on 15th September 1854.
Preparations for its production took so long
that the earliest proof, in the issued design,
was made in 1851. This was the 10 Rp. yellow
brown, without silk thread, printed from a
single cliché on various papers. This is a
really rare item and not to be confused with
the relatively common plate proofs which came
out later in many shades of yellow-brown. The
Swiss P.T.T. has copies of the 10 Rp. with
figures of value in the top corners, but none
are believed to exist outside their hands.
The next items, chronologically, are the
heavily embossed Münich copies of 1851, on
thin paper with emerald-green silk threads, in
which the 5 Rp. is known in blue, rose and
green, and the 10 Rp. in yellow - occasionally
with double silk thread.
Around 1853 or 1854 some colourless impressions were made, the idea stemming from the
three Sardinian values produced in this style
in 1853. The values listed in Zumstein's
Handbuch are 2 Rp. on white paper and 20 Rp.
on carmine, "sulphur yellow", and grey-blue.
These, which are seldom on the market, are
generally beautiful impression and fine copies
are really attractive. Unlisted so far is a
10 Rp. on whitish paper with coarse chestnutbrown fibres in it. Only about three examples
seem to be known, and they are very feeble
impressions, in fact a poor exhibition item,
since the direction of lighting has to be
just right to show it up at all! Trial
printings from Bern in 1853, all known with
double silk threads, are la Rp. in light-brown
and yellow, with green threads, and 20 Rp.
Orange with red threads. In 1854 the 5 Rp.
was used for colour trials, without threads,
in various shades of brown and in blue, dull
rose and green, all known - very rarely - in
tête-bêche pairs, foot to foot. Zumstein
lists 21 colour trials, plus innumerable
yellowish shades of the 10 Rp. for 1854, on
thick paper without silk threads. This listing
is incomplete, and the total seems so great,
especially of the 10 Rp., as to suggest routine plate-trials, with no control exercised
over the "printers' waste". The perforated
examples of this material, formerly regarded
as "phoney", are now treated as genuine perforation trials. The silk thread of this
issue is meant to be IN the paper, not ON it.
Specimens offered with the thread entirely
ON the surface, or between two papers which

Esay

have the design impressed on the complete
sandwich, and those with the "thread" drawn
on the back of the stamp, are forgeries - and
not too common.
Item 186 in the Handbuch illustrated as a
horizontal chain of posthorns on the 30c.
Sitting Helvetia also exists on Silk Threads
vertically, and as double or even triple
strikes!
Sitting Helvetia
This issue replaced the Strubels partly be cause of its relative cheapness, and partly
to introduce the benefits of perforation. The
P.T.T. collection contains a pencil sketch
which is probably the original Essay for this
design. It has the word "FRANCO" in the top
label, "20" horizontally below the top corners
and in the bottom corners, "RAPPEN" in the
bottom label, "CENTIMES" reading upwards on
the left and "CENTESIMI" downwards on the
right. The first proofs are jet-black single
cliché prints of all the 1862-64 values, and
also of one which contains "30" in the top
left corner, "40" at top right, "3" at bottom
left, and "1FR" at bottom right - a really
rare essay.
The next item shown in
Zumstein's Handbuch is a
strip of three of the 40c.
green bearing an overprint
"1 Fr. per 100 Stack" or
"1 Fr. par Cent" in a
straight line frame, in
In fact the ex black.
amples in the P.T.T. collection bear the wording
"1 Fr - 100 Stack a 1 CENT"
over three stamps, suggesting that the editor of the
Handbuch had not been able to see the complete
overprint. After this the Handbuch lists 120
different items, all in the issued design,
imperf., perf., partially perf., with and
without impressed control mark, on white and
coloured paper on metal-clad paper, printed
on both sides, and bearing sundry official
overprints. And this list is very far from
complete! The amount which "escaped" is so
huge that control in the Federal Mint print ing organisation must have been almost non existent. What did not get out includes a
sheet of 100 of the 5 Rp. in blue, dated 1861,
the issued stamp not coming out till October,
1862. The P.T.T. collection also includes a
feu prints of the 5 Rp. on Goldbeater's Skin,
not good-looking items.
Some entries in the Handbuch need expanding.
Item 180, described as 5c. blue, imperforate,
with the Romanshorn cancellation, actually
bears the Bern-Romanshorn train cancellation
with the figures in the centre set so that

no date can be read - and some of this type
were used for cleaning trials as well as postmark trials. Many more types were used for
cleaning trials than the Handbuch suggests including, worst of all, the "30, 40, 3, 1Fr"
essay mentioned above! Sometimes the "Cross
in Oval" came right out in cleaning trials which doubtless caused excitement. The colour
trials on gold and silver clad papers are
seldom good prints. They were evidently difficult to make, and with time the silver
copies usually become quite ghostly, due to
oxidisation of the metal making it darker
than the pale blue or violet print. Really
"bright" copies are quite hard to get. Some
of the prints on coloured paper are extremely
attractive, but probably were not issued on
economic grounds and also because of a sus picion that any light postmarks would not show
up enough. Item 187 in the Handbuch gives 40c.
green with the "Weissenbach 6.VI.79" postmark
in red. This cancellation, in a very deep
red, exists on all the values then current.
Zumstein lists an oval "Eidgenössische
Münzstätte Bern" mark which is rare, but there
is also a large straight line "EPREUVE" in a
frame of parallel straight lines joined by
semi-circles at their ends - Andrea and
Emmenegger's No.7361 where it is listed with
"Origin unknown", but it seems it must have
belonged to the P.T.T.; it exists rarely on
Sitting Helvetias, but only part of it can be
found on one stamp. Emmenegger lists it on
"Mandat" forms.
When this issue was in preparation sheets of
the proposed white paper were given trial impressions of the "Cross in Oval" control mark.
These sometimes show a sheet edge "boundary
mark" of a straight line about
m/m wide.
P.T.T. collection has original sheets of 400
stamp spaces in this state, which show that
this mark separated the four panes of 100 but
did not outline the entire sheet. At their
ends the lines finish with a solid circle
about 1} m/m across.

1

Similar trial impressions on the granite paper
also "escaped". The proofs of Sitting
Helvetia on granite paper are far rarer than
most of the others of this design. The P.T.T.
collection includes the 20c. in yellow with a
manuscript note "Farbe für die 15er Marken" "Colour for the 15c. stamps" - signed "Adrian,
Bern 28 8bre 1874". This was Herr Paul Adrian
who served the Swiss Postal Administration
with distinction for over 30 years. And the
stamps were issued in the approved colour by
1st Jan.,1875.
Die Proofs of
this issue are
very rare genuine. But
forgeries exist
by Fournier,on
the backs of
which he was
made to apply
the word
diagonally.
"Facsimile" But
some prints
never had it,
and from some
it has been
carefully removed. They are
good reproduct ions, including

typical surrounding detail of a die proof,but
Helvetia's dress, especially near her feet, is
too heavy in its detail work. The photograph
shows the forged die Proof, for comparison
with the issued stamp shown opposite.
Cross and Numerals
This issue was excellently dealt with in Mr.
M. Schio's article reproduced in the last
issue, No. 54/55, of the Swiss Philatelist,
so only additional information will be printed now. The P.T.T. collection includes •
sheet of 100 of the 10c. Red dated 15th Sept.,
1881, and a sheet of the 12c. in pale yellow.
There is also an imperforate ungummed sheet
of 400 of the 15c. in which two panes of 100
each are head-to-head with the other two
panes, and one pane is in deep yellow, one in
purple, one in green, and one in brown.
Libertas Essay
The next type to be issued was the lovely
"Standing Helvetia", on 1st April, 1882.
In
seeking for a suitable design the Post Office
obtained Essays from Müllhaupt and Son of Bern,
who later printed the issued stamps for the
first four years. Of this "Libertas" Essay the
20c. and 25c. were officially ordered and
carefully printed, in a number of colours.
The "Classic" way of collecting them is as
they originally came out printed in the centre
of an oval-trimmed card. 50c. and 1Fr. values
were also produced, but their plates got into
unofficial hands and multitudes of prints
exist - sometimes pretty bad - in every pos sible colour and on many colours of paper..
Their profusion has reduced the value of the
relatively small number of prints of these
values carefully made by Müllhaupt, of which
the P.T.T. has a 200 sheet of the 50c. in
orange. There also exists a rare essay for
the central oval of this design, which is not
from the die finally used.
Standing Helvetia:
When this design
was finalised it
had the outer frame
with "Helvetia",
"Franco", figures
of value, and 22
stars, taken from
the "Libertas"
Essay, but with
the standing figure
of Helvetia with
her spear and shield
replacing the bust;
of "Libertas". The':
earliest Essay of I
this issue is the i
Handbuch's No.226,'
Fig. 27, 25c. without
top corner figures
of value, known in three colours, quite rare.
The next is also 25c. with small lower figures
of value but otherwise as issued, known in
about 20 colours and not too rare. Then come
the plate proofs of the 1882 items and of the
3 Fr., which only came out in 1891, all in
black on card, imperf. The 50c. the rarest,
has impressed figures of value. The Handbuch's
list of 18 more proofs, colour trials, and
apparent paper trials, is not complete, as
unlisted items turn up from time to time.
(To be continued in

our

next issue)

The New Swiss Portrait Stamps
as an Expression of Contemporary Art

b y E. BOSSHARD

HEAD OF SECTION POSTAGE STAMPS AND PRINTING
DIVISION GENERAL DIRECTORATE PTT
PUBLISHED BY KIND PERMISSION OF THE AUTHOR

On 18th September, 1969 the Swiss PTT will
bring out five portrait stamps whose design
will differ considerably from that of former
stamps of this type. The new look of these
stamps has already given rise to animated
discussions, and so it seems appropriate to give
a short comment an the forthcoming issue.
In the same way as the poster, the postage
stamp reflects contemporary artistic conceptions which, however, are very hard, if not
downright impossible, to define. A dozen persons confronted with the question: "What, in
your opinion, is contemporary art?", are apt
to give entirely different answers. All we
can say with any certainty is that the taste
of the public is seldom in agreement with
modern artistic conceptions. Even though the
two views do not wholly exclude each other, it
is a fact that the public at large will have
to be exposed to the influence of the mass
media over a great many years before it can be
brought to abandon the beaten tracks and to
accept new artistic trends. Changes in artistic taste take a long time to come about which is not a bad thing after all, for much
of what is now being praised as contemporary
art will die overnight without leaving any
trace. No need, therefore, to give it too
much thought.
What is the bearing of all this on postage
stamp design? The postage stamp at first was
only meant to be a receipt for postage paid,
and its design reflected this practical purpose.
Nevertheless, miniature works of art were produced in this way around the middle of the 19th
century both irk Great Britain and in Switzerland. After more than 100 years, these can to
some extent still serve as a model.
At the turn of the century the simple forms
were abandoned in favour of excessively ornate
and elaborate stamp pictures, such as the following:

In Switzerland, it was Karl Bickel sen., past
master of the portrait stamp, who succeeded in
creating a type of portrait which has dominated
the scene for the last forty years. His was a
naturalistic approach, and numerous Pro Juventute and Pro Petrie stamps bear testimony of
his great art. 011 the stamps shown in "Who's
Who on Swiss Stamps" are by Karl Bickel, except Pro Juventute No.60.)
Bickel's portrait stamps have won wide recognition among users and collectors alike, for
they bring before them, in readily understandable form, the likenesses of great Swiss citizens who have given outstanding service to
their country.

ALL THESE ARE ILLUSTRATED
IN THE NEW ISSUES SECTION
In our century, which will have a greater impact on the history of mankind than any other
before, people are less and less concerned
with things past. Their attention is absorbed
by the present and the future, and these preoccupations find their expression in modern
art, and more particularly in applied art.
There is a strong trend toward sober and
functional design; it is instinctively felt
that only simple and clear forms can hope to
outlive our fleeting time. It is only natural
that this new artistic sensibility should
leave its mark in postage stamp graphics.
To illustrate our point, we can perhaps draw
attention to the modern postage stamps of the
German Federal Posts, The Netherlands Posts
and the British Post Office. They all are
characterised by a severe, sober style which,
for our liking, is perhaps carried a little
too far and has indeed not met with the
approval of all members of the public.
By contrast, such countries as Austria and
France still produce stamps of rather conventional design, which continue to be highly
favoured by the general public.
For the authorities in charge it is not easy
to decide whether the stamps to be brought
out should cater to the taste of the public,
which tends to lag behind modern developments,
or whether they should conform to modernistic
trends. As elsewhere, the best course will
probably be to stick to the golden mean: keeping away from too heavy and ornate a style
but being wary of abstract representations
which have a vague symbolic meaning at best.
The numerous favourable comments received by
the PTT again and again seem to indicate that
the Swiss stamps in their modern simplicity
strike Just about the right note. They have
strengthened us in our belief that a new
approach in the design of portrait stamps is
necessary.
We also feel that the time has come to depart
from the time-honoured principle according to
which only Swiss personalities having been
dead for at least 25 years are eligible for
portrayal on Swiss postage stamps. The modern
public would like to see men or women represented whose names and merits are still
vividly recollected (example: General Guisan).
This need not preclude our picturing meritorious men from former centuries (example:
Huldrych Zwingli). Nor should the political
frontier form an insurmountable barrier - in
this era of increasing integration - when
choosing men or women worthy of appearing an
our postage stamps. We shall certainly take
the opportunity, sooner or later, so to
honour a deserving non-Swiss personality.
Our five new portrait stamps are a first
attempt to put the new ideas into practice.
We are perfectly aware that the modernised
design of these stamps will not appeal to
everybody. But we feel that it would be wrong
It
to be content with what has been achieved.
is necessary to look out for forms of artistic
expression in keeping with our modern times,if
we want to maintain the high standard of Swiss
postage stamp graphics.

'
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Robson Lowe asks "What is Value?"

when reviewing

The Swiss Market in
Swiss Stamps
By kind permission of the Author and of
"Stamp Collecting" in which the article
originally appeared.
In many countries there is a high degree of
specialisation in their own stamps. This is
very true of philately in Great Britain where
re-entries on line-engraved stamps may raise
the value up to 2,000 times the normal stamp.
However, the Anderegg collection of Switzerland, sold recently in Basle, produce some
prices which are inexplicable, even by British
standards.
The appreciation of rarity and value in the
classic stamps is generally understood, but
even in these well-known issues there are
trends that are worth recording. There have
been substantial increases in value in the
past 10 years but it is obvious that the unused classic has not shown the same increase
in value as the used, while the fine classic
on the original letter has shown even greater
proportional improvement.
Hera are a feu examples from the sale held in
Basle on October 11th:
COVER
UNUSED
USED
SOLD
FOR.
ZURICHE

4R.

1,65G

OR.

330

GENEVA

GAT.
L
1,100
225

SOLD
FOR.
C
1,430
198

SOLO
FOR.
E
900
130
286

GAT.
E

2,000 6,050
5c+5c 3,740 3,500
286
308
250
198
159
1845 5c.
120
100
358
154
275
1847 5c.
VAUD
3,300 2,250 2,640 1,500
1849 4c.
100
242
130
154
330
1849 5c.
BASLE
650 1,760
900
1845 2½. 1,760

Rates in Swiss Francs have been converted at
SFrs 10.- to £1. Catalogue values are given

in parentheses.
From the above table, these facts have been
abstracted. Unused stamps realised E5,792
(E4,075) and the same stamps, used, E4,766
(E2,880). Another group of unused realised
E1,243 (E725); the same, used E704 (£480),
and on covers E1172.

Unused catalogue 41 per cent more than used
but are numerically very much rarer (10-50 to
1); unused realised only 20 per cent more
then used. Classic Swiss on covers fetch 66
per cent more than the stamps off cover.
Summing up this investigation, the trend is
for unused to increase in value at a slower
rate than the same quality used. Covers increase in value at a slightly higher rate
than the used.

TRANSIT10NALS

CAT.

C

SOLO FOR
SUPERB V.FINE FINE GOOD

E

G

L

C

1850 POST LOCALE
2½. USED
2½. UNUSED
1850 ORTS POST
2½. USED
2½R. UNUSED

90
110

130
240

110
160

—
110

35
40

95
130

180
400

110
-

85
100

-

While quality remains long after the price

has been forgotten, those of us who collect
for pleasure can often buy a collectable,
pleasant-looking stamp for a quarter the price
of the superb. The trend is for collectors
to strive for the top quality so it is likely
that future market values may show an even
greater difference between top and the medium
quality.
THEDIFFERENCE
The difference between the prices in England
and in Switzerland is shown in the following
unused:
S.G.
CAT.
REALISED
E
L
1851
RAYON 1,5c.
30
110 (mARGINAL)
70, 48
15R.SMALL FIGS.
1852
375
467
15R.LARGE FIGS.
200
352
15c.
600
770
605,412
1854
5C. RED-BROWN
425
MUNICH 5c.BRowN
61,42
35
10C.BLUE 43 209 (marginal)
39
15C.CARmINE
50 264 (mARGINAL)
83 & 66
40C.GREEN
209
75
1854
15C.LILAC-ROSE
35
72 (no gum)
BERNE
20C. ORANGE
50 220(mARGINAL)
88 & 72 (No gum)
32 44 & 31 (No gum)
1855-57 5R.BROwN
BERNE
10R.BLUE
18
23
10R.mILKY BLUE
20
20
IF.
60
66
18
22
511.
1857
IF.
325 & 110
75
1857-62 15R. 20R. 40R. & 2R. 117
151
Summing up the "Strubels", if one abstracts

the marginal copies (realised £762, cat.£142)
and the ungummed (realised £115, cat. £l07)
then the normal mounted mint realised t2,429
(cat. E1,662).
The UNUSED 1882 NUMERAL SET on white wove
fetched £187 (cat. £138), and the rare shads
of the 15c. on granite E495 (cat. £275). The
UNUSED 188B-1907 STANDING HELVETIA: normal
singles realised L342 (cat. £257.10s.). AIRMAILS were less popular: £308 (cat. £496),
and MINIATURE SHEETS more so: E103 (cat.£415).
Now to look at the USED (catalogue values are

QUALITY
The differences in quality are accentuated in
the prices and here are a few examples:

in parentheses):
SEATED HELVETIA: £354(£334.10s. normals); £987
^Cone) w/..1 on Page Seven)

WHO'S WHO
swiss "STAMPS

BY HON.SECRETARY,
HELVETIA SOCIETY,
MRS. E.J.RAWNSLEY.
Continued from
Noe. 54f55

ARTS & SCIENCES
CONTINUED

Rodolphe Toepffer 1799 - 1846
Pro Juventute No. 117
Born at Geneva. Became Professor
of Rhetoric in the Geneva Academy
in 1832. Wrote a number of books
and a volume of comic sketches entitled 'M. Vieu-Bois' appeared in the United
States under the title of 'The Adventures of
Mr. Obadiah Oldback' in 1842.
Johann Kasper Lavater 1741 - 1801
Pro Juventute No. 97
Born at Zurich on November 15th, 1741 and
died there on January 2nd, 1801. Took Orders
in 1769 and was Deacon and Pastor in Zurich
churches. He wrote many of the 'Schweizer lieder' which are still sung, but is chiefly
remembered for his fundamental work on human
physiognomy, which found many admirers and
supporters in France, Germany and England,
and brought him the friendship of
Goethe. He died in tragic circumstances. On the capture of Zurich
by Marshal Massena, during the
Napoleonic Campaign, he was shot
by a French grenadier, and lingered for more than a year before he
died of the wound.
Johann Georg Naegeli 1773 - 1836
Pro Juventute No. 77
Was born in Witzikon and died in Zurich. Was
trained as a musician and in 1792 he founded
a music publishing house at Zurich and began
publishing works by Handel, Bach end other
masters in a style surpassing in
clearness of type and elegance of
production anything before attempted. Aa a composer in his own
right he created many piano pieces
and choral works, founded choral
societies and a School of Music
at which teaching was based on Pestalozzi's
methods.
Is still known as the 'Sangervater',
the father of songs and singers. His most
famous song was 'Goldene Abendsonne' ('Golden
Evening Sun'), still sung in Swiss schools
and by many choirs.
Alexandre Rudolphe Vinet 1797 - 1847
Pro Juventute No. 60
Born et Ouchy, near Lausanne, in June 1797 of
very humble parents;he showed great brilliance
and at the age of 20 had become a Professor
of French Literature at Basle, and two years
later a Pastor. As Professor
of Practical Theology at
Lausanne from 1B37, Vinet
led the movement of Independent Protestant Churches
and gained World fame, with
great' support from the English and Scottish
nonconformists. Politically he was a Radical
and at one time stood trial for sedition.
Among his main works are Religious Discourses'
and 'La Christomatie'. Died at the early age
of 50 in 1847 at Clarens, Lake Geneva.

Jeremias Gotthelf 1798 - 1854
Pro Juventute No. 56
Pro Juventute No. 153
This was the pen name of Albrecht
Bitzius, who was born at Morat in
Canton Fribourg in 1798, where his
father was a parson. Studied Theology at
Berne and from 1832 until his death on October 24th, 1854, was pastor of the village of
Lutzelfluh in the Emmenthal. He wrote mainly
of peasant life in Switzerland, in the dialect of the region of Fribourg - hence the two
peasant figures which form the background of
No. 56.
Jacob Burckhardt 1818 - 1897
Pro Juventute No. 121
Born at Basel. In 1850 became
Professor of Art History at the
University of his native town.
Wrote many distinguished works on
art, dealing with sculpture and
architecture as well as painting.
Niklaus Riggenbach 1817 - 1899
Pro Juventute No. 101
The inventor of the rack and pinion system
and builder of the first rack and pinion
railway in Switzerland, the Rigi Railway
from Vitznau (Lake Lucerne) to Staffelhohe,
opened on May 23rd, 1871. Two years later,
in June 1873, it was extended to the summit
of the Rigi. The reason why the
railway stopped short of the
summit (1} miles short and 600ft.
below the summit) was that Staffelhohe was the border between the
cantons of Lucerne and Schwytz
and canton rivalry was such that
Schwytz refused the Rigi Railway permission
to cross the border.
It was not until the
following year that the Federal Government
assumed authority to grant all railway concessions. A railway from the other side,
from Arth Goldau to Rigi, was completed later
and followed by many others throughout Switzerland.
Gottfried Keller 1819 - 1890
Pro Juventute No. 93
Born on July 19th, 1819 in Zurich. He was
apprenticed to a landscape painter and spent
two years in the study of art. Poverty drove
him to start writing. His first small volume,
modestly entitled 'Gedichte' (Poems) soon
proved his talent. The Cantonal Government
granted him a small pension which
enabled Keller to study philosophy
at the University of Heidelberg.
From 1850-1855 he lived in Berlin,
where he wrote his famous novel,
'Der Grune Heinrich', followed by
many other works, several with enchanting Swiss backgrounds, generally known
as the 'Zurcher Novellen'. As a lyric poet,
his genius was no less original and he ranks
with the great German poets of the last century. He died in Zurich on July 16th, 1890,
three days before his 71st birthday
Johanna Spyri 1827 - 1901
Pro Juventute No. 138
Famous for her books for children,
particularly the stories of 'Heidi;
translated into many languages and
recently filmed.

Ferdinand Hodler 1853 - 1918
Pro Juventute No. 152
Born at Gurzelen in Canton Bern on March 14th
1853. Received his early education in drawing at Thun and later at Geneva, where he
worked under Barthelemy Mann, at the same
time studying at the University. After various
journeys, notably in Spain, which explains
the Spanish influence in his work, he settled down in Geneva, where with a feu intervals, he remained until his death
on May 20th, 1918. He was a
protagonist of the expressionist
influence and became one of the
most famous European painters of
historical subjects. His paintings of Swiss battle scenes are
well-known, particularly the 'Retreat from
Marignano'
(two scenes from which, 'The
Fighting Warrior and 'The Dying Warrior')
are shown on Nos. 245/6).
The best display
of his works is in the Kunsthaus at Zurich.
The Builders of the St. Gotthard Railway:
Alfred Lecher
Louis Favre
Emil Welti
Cat. Nos. 191/3
This prodigious undertaking took 8 years to
complete, being started in 1872. On 28th February, 1880, the workers, who had bored
through the mountain from North and South,
joined hands. The tunnel is 9}
miles long and attains a height of
3786 ft. The complicated system of
loop tunnels makes this a most remarkable engineering feat.
- T H E
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(Continued from
Five)
(££353.10s.) on covers; £672 (£625) Double impressions. Also for one of the varieties unlisted in Gibbons but price in the Muller
catalogue: 10r., imperf.(2), £1,870 (£2,000,
1882 NUMERALS: £51 (L38) normals:
Muller).
£352 (£105) covers.
1888 STANDING HELVETIA: perf.9½, £203 (£140.10s. )
normals; £171 (£78.5s.) covers. The 1901 3f.
light brown at £495 (Muller £250 - unlisted
in Gibbons).

To look at a feu MODERNS
A single of the 1921 "5" on 7}r. type III,
fetched £132 (S.G. £75) and a pair £385 (£150),
while the "20" on the 25c. violet surcharge
made £330 (Muller £360).
Among the Officials the Societe des Nations
1932 30r. at £38 (£7) and the 1f.20c."HFLVETIA"
at £15 (£14); the B.I.T. 1924 1f.20c."HFLVETIA"
£50 (£70 - Muller £23) were typical.
One last thought. To even further confuse
matters, was the collection of 52 Telegraph
stamps listed by Muller at £350. It fetched
£733 - just over twice the catalogue price.
Whatever a stamp is catalogued, collectors
will pay what they think is s fair price for
what THEY want.

1938 -1956 HIGH VALUES
'SYMBOLIC DESIGNS'

Recent purchases of these Fr 3.-, 5.-, and
10.- have shown the existing catalogue list ing to be incomplete.
Study of blocks and marginal copies shows that
the WB series, of about 1954-55 and having
Red, Black and Blue fibres in the paper, exists
in two distinct forms. The first type of
paper, with which we were already familiar,
contains red and black fibres and also very
occasional blue ones. The existence is now
confirmed of a type containing red and blue
fibres and also very widely spaced black ones.
In each case the "errant" fibres appear to be
so infrequent that in a block it is possible
to find some stamps without the abnormal fibre
together with one or more with it.
These varieties require much patience to
identify. The paper is yellowish, but not as
deeply coloured as the WA series, with red
and black fibres. The X series, by contrast,
is on yellow coated paper with a white back,
and may need thorough washing if they have
spent long on parcel wrapping paper.
In Nos. 54/55 of this magazine we referred,
under the heading "RARE FIND", to the ac quisition of a lot of the used 1938 High
Values. This should have read "a Lot". There
still are not a lot of them! We got hold of
one Lot only, and have not located any more
yet.

`PERFIN PLUS

'

(from Berner Briefmarken Zeitung, 9/1969)
The P.T.T. stamp collection has shown us for
cataloguing an unused horizontal pair of the
2c grey of the 1862 issue, bearing the blue
handstamp "SPECIMEN" (Spezialkatalog Nr 281I)
But apart from the fact that the 2c grey with
"SPECIMEN" overprint was previously unknown,
this example also shows the following
interesting detail: in the left hand stamp of
the pair, in its left margin the word
NEUCHATEL occurs reading downwards, in fine
perforated letters.
In the right margin of
the right hand stamp of the pair is the word
BOREL in similar fine perforation. The perforation holes are very small, so it must be
assumed that it could be concerned with perforation trials with a pin. Is it possible
that the Post Office provided the firm of
Borel with stamps bearing the SPECIMEN overprint for production or trials with some
kind of perforating machine? Until more
material comes to hand this question is un likely to be answered.
It is with great regret that we
announce the death of
MR. A.G. AKESTER
of Greenock, Scotland.
Mr. Akester, who was a very keen
philatelist, was a past President
of the Greenock Philatelic Society
and had been a member of the
Helvetia Philatelic Society since
1953. He will be sadly missed in
Philatelic circles, particularly
in Scotland.

FORTHCOMING ISSUES
26th February, 1970
PUBLICITY FIRST SERIES
20c. 75 years Swiss Telegraph
Agency.
30c.
100 years Firemen's Assoc.
30c.
50 years "PRO INFIRMIS.
50c. 25 years United Nations
Organisation.
80c.
New U.P.U. Building.

4th May, 1970
EUROPA - CEPT
30c. and 50c.

29th May, 1970
PRO PATRIA
Stained Glass Windows:
10
20
30
50

+
•
+
+

10
10
10
20

17th September. 1970
PUBLICITY SECOND SERIES
10c. 75 years Swiss Football
Association.
20c. Federal Census.
30c.
"Swiss Alps" Piz Pale
50c. Nature Year.

COIL STAMPS
10c., 20c. and 50c. in rolls
for automatic machines.
(Figure Stamps).

N NEW
ISSUES

The first Publicity series for 1969 was
illustrated in our previous edition Nos. 54/55.

PUBLICITY

The 1969 Publicity (Second Series) was issued on
September 18th, containing three stamps: 20c:
Kreuzberge, a mountain in North East Switzerland;
30c: Road Safety for Children; 50c: 50 years of
International Labour Organisation. All are
Rotogravured by Courvoisier on Phosphor paper.
Hans Thöni designed the 50c., and Edi Hauri the
other two values.

POSTAGE

A new special series of portraits was issued on
September 18th. The five stamps are; 10c: violet
Huldrich Zwingli; 20c: green, General Guisan;
30c: red, Francesco Borromini; 50c: blue, Othmar
Schoeck; 80c: brown, Germaine de Staël. All are
designed by Gabriel Humair, engraved by Heinrich
Hausser, and recess printed by the P.T.T.

PRO JUVENTUTE

The 1969 Pro Juventutes were issued
on December 1st, continuing the wild
birds series: 10 + 10c, Goldfinch;
20 + 10c, Golden Oriole; 30 + 10c:
Wall Creeper; 50 + 20c, European Jay.
All are designed by Walter Wehinger
and Rotogravured by Courvoisier. A
gold-covered stamp booklet priced
at Fr 6.- contains eight 10 + 10c;
eight 20 + 10c and four 30 + 10c, the
extra 40c paying for production cost.
QUANTITIES OF STAMPS ISSUED

PRO JUVENTUTE, 1968
14,766,000
10 + 10c
13,798,000
20 + 10c
12,205,000
30 + 10c
6,561,000
50 + 20c
This figure includes
274,798 Stamp Booklets.
The figures for the B.I.T. stamp overprinted for
the Pope's visit to Geneva on 10th June, 1969
were 3,726,000.

FORTHCOMING ISSUES
1st December. 1970
PRO JUVENTUTE
Native Birds:

NEW BOOKLET STAMPS

10
20
30
50

+
+
+
+

10
10
10
20

On 18th June Tete Bache and Gutter Pairs of the
1968 Buildings series will be issued, values 10c.
20c. and 30c. No official First Day Covers or
cancellations will be provided, but we hope to
arrange a supply of First Day Covers for those
who require them. Will those who are not normally New Issue subscribers, but require these
items, please advise us before mid May, stating
how many they need of the Cover (or Covers), Tete
Bache and also Gutter Pairs. New Issue sub scribers will receive the usual Order Form. We
will publish the prices as soon as possible.

